Quiz

Name: 

Directions:  1. Circle the letter that is the best way to react in each scenario.

2. Read the values in the Values Word Box.

3. Add any additional values in the Value Word Box that you discovered after you took the Values Quiz.

1. You’re about to beat a new level in your video game when your dad asks you to come set the table for dinner.
   What do you do?
   a. Say “Sure”, and go right into the kitchen
   b. Say “I can’t right now! I’m doing something important.”
   c. Pretend you don’t hear him.

2. A classmate asks if she can copy your homework.
   What do you do?
   a. Tell the classmate you won’t let her copy because it isn’t right
   b. Agree to let your classmate copy your homework.
   c. Tell your teacher.

3. A new student who joins your class has a strange haircut that you have never seen before.
   What do you do?
   a. Laugh at the haircut with the other kids.
   b. Decide you want to ask the student where he’s from.
   c. Keep away from the new student.
4. During recess, your best friend starts making fun of another student. What do you do?
   a. Stick up for the other kid.
   b. Join your best friend in teasing the kid.
   c. Mind your own business.

5. You see a dog wandering alone in your neighborhood. What do you do?
   a. Take the dog home and put up fliers in the neighborhood to find the owner.
   b. Ask an adult to call the police or animal control.
   c. Mind your own business. It’s not your problem.

6. You have a fight with a friend because you think your friend took your favorite toy. Later, you find the toy in your backpack. What do you do?
   a. Say sorry to your friend.
   b. Let your friend stay made at you but hope your friend forgets about it.
   c. Keep believing you are right, no matter what.

Values Word Box
- equality - fairness - honesty - responsibility - respectful